Country (Insert country of origin of your company / organization or its headquarters' location)
Portugal

Submitting Organization/Company
Jadifex- Malhas e Confeções, Lda

If Organization or Company, please indicate the approximate number of employees
< 50

Please indicate the number of employees
116

Title of the action
Sustainably dressing the world

Upload your logo or an image

Relevant Website
https://jadifex.pt/

Type of initiative
Private

Description of action
Produce with the greatest transparency in order to be able to have only products of sustainable origin, dignified production and traceability

Type of action
Traceability & Transparency

Please select the specific area/s of the action
Research and Development of Innovative Solutions
Collaborative Initiatives
Business Management Systems or Instruments
### Scope of the action, including a description of the value chain processes that are covered

**Objective (max 200 words):** Produce with the greatest transparency in order to be able to have only products of sustainable origin, dignified production and traceability.

**Commitments (max 200 words):** To have a totally traceability and transparency in the productions process.

**Value Chain Scope:** Scope 1 and Scope 3

### Timeframe and/or milestones for the action

2025

### Reference instruments and sources used

ISO9001, GOTS, GRS, BCI, CMIA

### Expected benefits and impact for the stakeholders involved

- Enhanced visibility of compliance with sustainability requirements by industry actors/partners along the entire value chain
- Enhanced traceability of the social/environmental/ethical attributes of product(s)/materials along the value chain; for example, for origin, quality, sustainability performance, and compliance with health and safety requirements for consumers and workers
- A measurable impact on sustainability in value chains over time, eventually verified through life-cycle assessments and/or sustainability certifications
- Enhanced environmental and socially responsible consumption and production, and circularity of the value chain, that may be relevant to and inspire other countries and industry actors/partners
- Management of reputational risk for manufacturers, brands and retailers who are selling the products concerned
- Improved working conditions for workers along the value chain and, particularly, those who work for “suppliers to suppliers” in parts of the value chain that today are often “hidden”

### Stakeholders involved

- Business and industry associations
- Consumers and consumer associations
- Investors/shareholders
- Local authorities
- Workers and trade unions
**Key performance indicators for the action**
not available

**Good practices**
Compactor machine for the plastic, paper and knit cutting waste that the entire factory separates and that is later sent to companies that give it a new life.

We started a new project to use part of this waste and reintroduce it into the supply chain.

Replacement of the entire roof with sandwich panels alternating with translucent panels to let in natural light, eradicating material considered harmful to the health and ecologically inefficient such as lusalite.

Creation of an internal laundry with more efficient machines in terms of water and energy consumption.

Installation of an irons steam cogeneration system, forwarding the heat to a deposit and adding water, avoiding energy consumption in the boiler to heat the water used in the laundry.

Recently, the Company replaced the natural gas boiler with an electric one.

It has photovoltaic panels for more than 10 years, having increased its photovoltaic park in 2020 and which, through new reinvestment, will reach 200kw of production in 2022, making the company 100% autonomous in terms of energy consumption.

Installation of a highly efficient system for renewing the Company’s indoor air, reducing air conditioning consumption, providing more efficiency and air quality.

Installation of a flow reduction system and timer on all taps in your facilities.

Installation of hand dryers, reducing the use of paper.

Reduction in consumption of stationery digitally.

Replacement of all the lighting to LED lights with motion sensors that automatically switch off in case of absence of people or increase in the intensity of natural light.

The company has made a strong investment in replacing its fleet of combustion vehicles with 100% electric vehicles, both for passengers and cargo, having a fleet of approximately 20 electric vehicles.

We have several certifications such as GOTS, GRS, BCI, CMIA and when possible we produce with organic cotton and recycled fibers.

We have two references of melange yarns developed with our cutting waste in 100%CO and 50%CO/50%PES that we transform into different knitted structures such as jersey, pique, terry or rib.

**How has this UNECE-UN/CEFACT Call to Action contributed to strategic engagement and/or public awareness in support of your commitment?**
N/A
Link to relevant goal(s) and specific target(s) of the United Nations